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What is a video wall? 
 
A video wall is a special multi-screens setup that consists of multiple computer monitors or television sets 
tiled together contiguously in order to form one unified large screen. The TV wall, display wall, data wall and 
media wall will all be referred to as a Video Wall. 
 

 
 

Fig 1: LCD Video Wall 

 
Typically, multiple display devices including LCD panels, LED panels or rear projection cubes (DLP cubes) are 
tiled together in a matrix to create a single logical screen (the Video Wall), on which any large electronic 
display of a video image or images can be displayed in a presentation format. 
 
 
Why is a video wall required? 
 
The video wall has several advantages and attributes, such as high-definition display, consistent brightness, 
more video image quantities, mixed source resolutions and formats, flexibility of customizing presentations 
and the centralized displaying/control that single displays cannot achieve otherwise. 
 
Reasons for using a video wall instead of a single large screen can include the ability to customize tile 
layouts, greater screen area per unit cost, and greater pixel density per unit cost, due to the economics of 
manufacturing single screens which are unusual in shape, size, or resolution. 
 
Video walls can be found in control rooms, command centers, Network Operations Centers (NOC), Tactical 
Operations Centers (TOC), data centers, call centers, security and surveillance facilities, stadiums, and other 
large public venues.  
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What is a video wall controller? 
 
Simple video walls can be driven from multi-monitor video cards (computer graphic cards), however more 
complex arrangements may require specialized Video Wall Controllers or Processors, specifically designed to 
manage and drive large video walls. Software-based video wall technology that uses ordinary PCs, displays 
and networking equipment can also be used for small video walls (Typically no more than 16 displays, for 
example 4x4 video walls). To make large scale video walls (Typically up to 144 displays, or more), a Video 
Wall Controller is necessary.  
 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Video Wall Controller 

 
With specialized Video Wall Controller devices, an image is scaled across the whole video wall or multiple 
images are spread out across the video wall. This can also be a combination of both in the case of Picture in 
Picture (PIP).  
 
A video wall controller takes one or several inputs (sources), and split the content for delivery onto multiple 
displays, and generally enable administrators to manage the configuration or contents of their video wall.  
There are several main types of video wall controllers: hardware-based, PC-based or software-based, and 
daisy-chain display based. 
 
Hardware-based Video Wall Controller: 
 
The hardware-based video wall controllers are appliance-based processors and built on a proprietary FPGA 
(Field Programmable Gate Array) hardware platform, designed with a dedicated processor, high speed 
cross-point video bus, and a customized and embedded operating system. 
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Fig 3: Hardware-based Video Wall Controller 

 
 
Hardware-based controllers are electronic devices built for this specific purpose. They usually are built on an 
array of video processing chipsets and do not have an operating system. The advantage of using a hardware-
based video wall controller is high performance and reliability. Disadvantages include high cost and the lack 
of flexibility at the CMS (Content Management System) side. 
 
Typically, the hardware-based video wall controllers are modular design with most of components including 
Chassis with dedicated slots and the cross-point mother board, input cards (or capture cards), output cards, 
cooling fans, PSUs (Power Supply Unit) and control cards (to provide control IP, wireless or RS232, etc.). 
With such a highly configurable chassis, this controller consists of a multiple I/O interface: HDMI, DVI, SDI, 
VGA, DisplayPort, IP, HDBaseT, Fiber, and composite or component formats in HD (High Definition) or 4K 
UHD (Ultra-High Definition) resolutions.  
 
With high speed cross-point structure, the hardware-based controller has up to 50Gbps dedicated and 
independent input/output channel bandwidth, which contributes to the high-speed video processing and 
switching with very low latency.  
 
The hardware based video wall controllers are almost plug-and-play, and are suitable for small to large scale 
video walls (up to 144 screens or more). 
 
PC-based (Software-based) Video Wall Controller: 
 
Another main type of video wall controller is PC or Windows-based. This controller uses standard or 
industrial PCs, instead of proprietary hardware.  
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Fig 4: PC-based Video Wall Controller 

 
 
A software-based PC & video-card controller is a computer running an operating system (e.g., Windows, 
Linux, Mac) in a PC or server equipped with special multiple-output graphic cards and optionally with video 
capture input cards. These video wall controllers are often built on industrial-grade chassis due to the 
reliability requirements of control rooms and situational centers. Though this approach is typically more 
expensive, the advantage of a software-based video wall controller is that it can launch applications like 
maps, VoIP client (to display IP cameras), SCADA clients, and Digital Signage software that can directly utilize 
the full resolution of the video wall. That is why software-based controllers are still widely used in control 
rooms and high-end Digital Signage. The performance of the software controller depends on both the 
quality of graphic cards and management software. There are a number of multi-head (multiple output) 
graphic cards commercially available. Most of the general purpose multi-output cards manufactured by 
AMD (Eyefinity technology), NVidia (Mosaic technology) support up to 6-12 genlocked outputs. General 
purpose cards also do not have optimization for displaying multiple video streams from capture cards. To 
achieve larger numbers of displays or high video input performance, one needs to use a hardware-based 
video wall controller. 
 
The content is processed natively by the CPU (and often by the GPU as well), and a video wall controller 
software installed in this PC provides advanced configuration and content management tools.  
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With a Microsoft Windows system, the PC-based video wall controller always need programing, installation 
of software on both client and server sides, inherently contains Windows virus risks, blue screen errors 
(crashes), system breakdowns and other vulnerabilities.  
 
The PC-based video wall controller is normally used for small scale video walls (typically 16 screens or less) 
due to the limitations of the PC structure and Gen-bus bandwidth. 
 
Daisy-chain display based: 
 
Most commercial-grade video wall displays also have built-in controllers (sometimes called an integrated 
video matrix processor or splitter). This matrix splitter allows the user to “stretch” the image from a single 
video input across all the displays within the whole video wall (typically arranged in a linear matrix, e.g., 2x2, 
4x4, etc.). These types of displays typically have loop-through outputs (usually DP) that allows installers to 
daisy-chain all the displays and feed them with the same input. Typically, setup is done via the remote 
control and the on-screen display. It is a fairly simple method to build a video wall, but it has some glaring 
disadvantages. First of all, it is impossible to use the full pixel resolution of the video wall because the 
resolution cannot be greater than the resolution of the input signal. It is also not possible to display multiple 
inputs at the same time. 
 

 
 

Fig 5: Video Wall Controller with display daisy-chain 

 
 
Which one is the right approach? 
 
There are solutions that are easy to setup and configure; others that provide very high performance video 
processing; and others that simply provide flexible software-based configuration. The better approach will 
ultimately ensure a higher rate of successful video wall project deployments. 
 
Since the Daisy-chain display based offering is considered entry level, below we will only list a comparison 
chart between the hardware-based and PC-based video wall controllers: 
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Comparison Chart_Hardware-based VS. Software-based Video Wall Controller 

Items Hardware-based  Descriptions Software or PC-
based 

Descriptions 

Technology FPGA- Field 
Programmable 
Gate Array 

Parallel processing, lower 
limitation of CPU (FPGA) 
performance 

PCI-Express High rely on CPU (Intel Core) 
performance and PCI-E 
bandwidth 

Structure Hardware-based  1. No Windows vulnerability Microsoft 
Windows based 

1. High Windows 
vulnerability 

2. No Windows virus risk 2. With Windows virus risk 

3. No Windows breakdown risk 3. With Windows breakdown 
risk 

4. No blue screen errors risk 4. With blue screen errors 
risk 

Independent I/O 
channel 

Independent I/O channels, 
stable performance when 
processing multiple resources. 

Gen Bus Non-independent I/O 
channels. Performance 
getting down when adding 
more vidwo images/windwos 
due to limited General Bus 
bandwidth 

Modular design 1. Hot-swappable I/O cards Pre-Built in factory 1. Not hot-swappable 

2. Highly configurable: easy to 
update, upgrade and 
maintenance; 

2. Not support 

3. Easy for expansion for old 
projects upgrading; 

3. Difficult for expansion 

4. Easy to replace new input/ 
output cards due to change 
order, low replacing cost; 

4. Need back to factory or 
change PC 

Chassis Modular designed 
chassis 

1. Up to 42 Input slots and 36 
output slots with single 
controller. 

Microsoft 
Windows and Linux 
based PC 

1. Maximum 8x output slots  

2. Easy for expansion 2. Require cascade for 
expansion 

Enterprise-level 
high switching 
speed  

I/O switching bandwidth: up to 
1600Gbps with single 
controller. 

Limitation of the 
General Bus 
Bandwidth 

Maximum 704Gbps back 
plane 

Redundant control 
cards 

In case one breakdown, 
another will take over 
automatically. 

Built in 
motherboard 

Not support 
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Modify IP via front 
push button 

Modify IP address via push 
button on front panel 

Via serial or 
Software 

Have to modify via serial or 
config in software 

Active cooling Auto-adjusted cooling fan 
speed according temperature 
changes, power saving. 

Active cooling Fan speeds auto-adjusting. 

Redundant PSU Supports redundant PSU Redundant PSU Under requirements, 
depends on the types of PC 

Confidential 
Monitoring Card 

Real time monitoring up to 
four video walls via 
independent monitor or for 
local record. 

Not support  Not support 

Input card Multi Formats 1. CVBS, YPbPr, RGB, VGA, DVI, 
HDMI, SDI, DP, IP, and 
HDbaseT, etc.  

Limited formats 1. DVI, RGB, SDI, IP and DP 

2. Flexible choices directly, low 
cost. 

2. Need adaptors for HDMI/ 
DVI, high cost. 

High bandwidth 20Gbps independent 
bandwidth per card or 5Gbps/ 
channel with high switching 
bandwidth. 

High bandwidth Up to 50Gbps per card 
(optional), but with limitation 
of gen-bus. 

IP decode card Supported H.264 and H.265 
decode. 

IP decode card Support H.264 only, but 
support MPEG format 

High input 
resolutions 

Up to 4K/30Hz, 4:4:4 or 
4k/60Hz, 4:2:2 

High input 
resolutions 

Up to 4K/30Hz, 4:4:4 or 
4k/60Hz, 4:2:2 

Output card Multi Formats HDMI, DVI, VGA, SDI, Fiber, 
HDBaseT and CVBS, etc. 

Single format DP format only 

High independent 
bandwidth 

80Gbps independent 
bandwidth per card or 
10(M4)Gbps per channel or 
20(H4)Gbps per channel 

Limited bandwidth Less than 35Gbps 

High output 
resolutions 

Up to 3840x2160/30Hz  High output 
resolutions 

Up to 3840x2160 30Hz 

Video wall 
management 

Multi Video Walls Up to 4 different resolution 
groups (eg. LCD, LED, DLP, 
PDP), or unlimited quantity 
video walls with the same 
resolution. 

Multi Video Walls Supported upon request 

Scrolling Text User defined scrolling text 
supported. 

Via third party 
application 

Via third party application 
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Playlist (Scenes 
switching) 

Support user defined presets/ 
scenes and auto switching 
intervals with real time 
preview. 

Playlist Without preview. 

Input channel auto 
detect 

Auto detect the connected 
input resources/ channels ID. 
Easy for cabling and trouble 
shooting. 

Support Support 

Input channel label User defined label for each 
input resource, easy for 
trouble shooting. 

Support Support 

Input resource 
crop 

Drag & Drop crop or pixel level 
crop (with real time preview) 

Not support  Not support real time 
preview crop. 

Small pitch LED Dedicated design for better 
display performance on LED 
application 

Small pitch LED No dedicated design 

Video wall scale Input resource: 
up to 168x HD 
inputs; 
Up to 84x 4K 
inputs. 

Via single hardware controller. 
Suitable for small to large scale 
video wall. 

Input resource: 
up to 4x HD inputs; 

Not suitable for large scale 
video wall. 

Video wall scale: 
Up to 80x 4k or 
144x HD screens; 

Via single hardware controller. 
Suitable for small to large scale 
video wall. 

Video wall scale: 
Up to16x screens; 

Not suitable for large scale 
video wall. 

Control 
Software 

Free of charge  Free of charge for PC license 
and APP  

Charge for license  Have to pay for pro-version 
software 

IP, RS232 Support IP and RS232 control. IP, RS233 Support IP and RS232 
control. 

Wireless control Supports smart phone, tablet 
control via wireless. 

Not support  Not support  

Versatile functions Moving, zooming in/out, 
overlapping, cropping, PIP and 
pan 

Versatile functions Moving, zooming in/out, 
overlapping, cropping, PIP 
and pan 

Video windows 
layers 

Up to 4 layers (regular), or 8x 
layers (optional) 

Video windows 
layers 

Up to 16x windows, but 
resolution will be getting 
lower accordingly 

Real time response Real time response on video 
wall when create, zooming, 
resize windows 

Response  Visible latency  

Multiple control 
methods 

Supports web-based, client 
software control on PC; 
Supports control via iOS and 
Android app. 

Microsoft 
Windows based 

Microsoft Windows based PC 
only 

Preview  Capable to view source 
content and video wall display 

Preview  Capable to view source 
content and video wall 
display 

Drag & drop 
operation 

Supports Drag & drop 
operation 

Supports 
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Status Monitoring Status of all independent 
modular parts status, eg. I/O 
cards temperature, fans 
rotation speed, firmware 
version, and serial number, 
etc. 

Status Monitoring Status of temperature and 
voltage only. 

Multiple Users Supports multiple users 
simultaneously 

Multiple Users Supports multiple users 
simultaneously 

Online Firmware 
Upgrade 

Capable to upgrade firmware 
version 

At factory Not support online upgrade  

Remote power ON/ 
OFF 

Remote switch ON/OFF 
supported. 

Not support  Not support  

Program Cast Not supported Program Cast Supports display program on 
video wall under third party 
software 

Cost effective Lower training cost Hard-ware based, plug & play, 
easy to use. 

Higher training 
cost 

Microsoft Windows based, 
difficult to use. 

 
Lower IT 
knowledge 
requirement 

Lower requirement of IT 
technology background for the 
end user. 

Higher IT 
knowledge 
requirement 

High requirement of IT 
technology background for 
the end user. 

  Free license and 
updating 

Free of charge for PC license 
and APP 

Charge for license  Charge for license 
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